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Methods of Measuring the Resistivities of Anisotropic 
Conducting Media in Situ 

Stanley Rush 1 

(April 16, 1962) 

Several static boundary value problems involving a nisotropic media have been so lved 
and the res ults are presented he re. The solut ions have been app lied to simple electrode 
configurations to obtain formulas for in sit u determinations of the r e ist ivit ies of anisotropic 
conducting medi a. The boundaries t reated include infi nite, se mi-infini te, slab and spherical 
shapes. The media arc anisotropic with a common resistivity in two or t hogonal directions 
ancl a lower resistivity in t he t hird orthogonal direction. 

1. Introduction 

In the following, field soluLions and measurement 
equations suitable for finding the electrical r es is tivi
ties of anisotropic conducting media and analogou 
parameters arc derived for several boundary con
figurations. The results have been applied to the 
measurement of the resistivities of living muscle 
t issue in situ but they may also be used [or Lhe 
measurement of the electrical properties o( other 
anisotropic media, for example; the conductivities 
of earth formations and semiconductors and th e 
dielectric constants of uniaxi al crystals. The meas
ured values of muscle resistivity and descripLions of 
t he physical a.pparatus will be repor ted elsewhere. 

The anisotropy o( muscle is correlated with t he 
directions or muscle fibers. These appear to consisL, 
electrically speakin g, or high resistivity tubulfLr 
membmnes surrounded within and without with low 
resistiv ity fluid s. The membranes have a commo n 
orientation in ;1, given musclc, yielding one direction 
of low resisLivity parallel to Lhe flbers and t wo 
directions of high r esis ti vity Lm nsverse to the fibers. 
To maintain t he muscle in its natural state during 
the meaSUl" men Ls, t he measurin g electrodes were 
placed on the musele surface rather than in t he 
tissue interior. vVith one excaption , th e equations 
developed here r eflect these conditions. 

When applied to t he measurements of skeletal 
nmscle in living animals the precision of the methods 
to be described were limited by the inhomogeneities 
of the t issue and the difficulties of obtaining exact 
alinement of t he electrode structure with the axes of 
anisotropy. 

2 . Potential Field of a Spherical Current 
Source in an Infinite Anisotropic Medium 

The po tential field of a spherical curren t source, 
and its specialization to a point so urce, in a linear, 
homogeneous, infini te, anisotropic, conducting medi
um with sink at infinity, forms the basis for fLU the 
results to be derived. For anisotropic m edia having 

1 Presen t address, Syracuse Uni versity, Syracuse, N. Y. 

one direction of high conductivity fLnd two direction 
of low conducLivity, the solution Lo the stated prob
lem can be obtained by a procedure given by Smythe. 2 

The electro tatic equa tion of continuity cnn be 
wri ttcn in rectangular coordinfL tes as 

in which J is the current d ensi t~·, Vthe potenLic1111nd 
(J" z, (J"v, and (J" z arc the condu ctivities in the x,y, fL l1d z 
directions respectively. The origin of coordin<Ltes 
is Laken at the center of tbe plwre, fig ure 1. In tlte 
mediun1 of interes L, (J"x= (J"z= (J" 1 a nd (J"y= (J"". ol is 
defined as (J" d (J"h~ 1. EquaLion (1) becom es Laplcwe ' 
equation in a n ew coordinfLLe sys Lem in which 
jJ. = ayas 

, Smythe, W. R. , Sta tic and Dy namic Electricity, 2d cd. (M cGraw-Hil l nook 
Co., 1950). p. 248. 

z 

y 

F I GU RE 1. Coordinate relations for calculatinr/,[the potential 
of a spherical electrode in an anisotropic medium. 
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(2) 

The spherical electrode surface defined by X2 + y2 
+ z2= Ro2 becomes , in the x, }l, z coordinates, an 
oblate spheriod defined by 

(3) 

Smythe shows thfLt the solution to eq (2) may be 
expressed as 

[ f '" d J-I 

J 0 (a2+ v) (~2+ V) 1/2 
(4) 

in which v is the confocal ellipsoid parameter of the 
equation 

(5) 

At the electrode sUl'face defined by v= O, eq (5) 
reduces to eq (3) . Hence a= Ro and b= aRo. By 
changing the varifLbles of integration in eq (4) to 
v' = a2 + v, the integrals can be evaluated by Dwight 3 

192- 11, giving 

[ 
- I (b2- aZ+ v')1/2] '" 

tan (a2- bZ) 1/2 " 

V = Vo [ - 1 (b2_ a2 + v')1/2] '" 
tan (a2_ b2)1/2 a2 

which reduces, upon insertion of the limits, to 

(6) 

VO - I (a2_ b2)1/2 
V sin- I (l - a 2)1/2 tan (b2+ v)1!2' (7) 

Solving eq (5) for v and substituting in eq (7) , 
yields the potential outside the spherical electrode 
in the original coordinates ; 

V V o . -I 

sm 1(I _ a 2)1 /2X sm 

(2A)I/2 
(8) 

in which A = Ro2 (1 - ( 2) and p' = (x 2+ Z 2) 1/2. Equa
tion (8) also applies to a hemispherical electrode in a 
semi-infinite conducting medium ; i.e., z> O an 
insulator in figure (1 ). 

The point source solution is of particular interest 
and is found from eq (8) by assuming y and p' very 
large as 

V o (A)1 /2 
V sm 1(I - a 2)l /2 (p'2+aZy2)I/Z' (9) 

Equation (9) can also be written in terms of the total 
current, I , leaving the electrode by integrating the 
normal component of J over a closed surface. By 

3 Dwight, H . B., T ables of In tegrals and Other Mathematical Data (M ac-
Millan Co. , New York), 3d edition. ' 

expressing J in terms of V and integrating over a 
cube of edge 2w, symmetrically disposed about the 
origin, we have 

f w f W ely dz 
+UhW ( 2+ 2+ 2 2) 3/ 2 -w - w W Z a y 

The bracket reduces to 47r(U I0" ,Y12. 
infinite medium, 0"1 and tT ,, = O where 
bracket becomes 27r (0" 100,Y12 . Thus, 
case, eq (9) becomes 

For a semi
z> O and the 
in the lfLtter 

(10) 

The measuren:l.~nt of O"x , Uy , and O" z of a semi
infinite anisotropIc medium can conveniently be 
made by applying eq (10) to a simple electrode 
arrangement. Assume the semi-infinite insulating 
boundary (usually air), figure 2 , is at the z= o plane; 
i.e. , the conductivities fLre zero for z> O. Medium 
(1) is assumed anisotropic such that O"x = U z = O" I and 
tT y= O"h' The electrodes are shown schematically in 
figUl'e 2 and consist of four, equally spaced, approxi
mately spherical, conductors of small size. The 
dimensions of the electrodes must be such as to 
make eq (10) a good approximation to eq (8) at a 
distance, a, from the origin; and to eliminate for 
prfLctical purposes, perturbfLtions by the remaining 
conductors of the potential field of the source or 
sink. The potential difference between points q 
and h due to electrode e can be found from eq (10) . 
Noting that electrode j doubles this potential difIer-

z 

~ONDUC' ~~TIVITY 

FIGU RE 2. A rrangement oj four point-electrodes jor measuring 
the resistivities of an anisotropic, semi-infinite, conducting 
medium. 

z>O is an insulator. 
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I ence and expressing th e resul t in polar coordinates, 
see figure 2, th e poten tial differ en ce, V glI , can b e 

:> wri tten 

J 
;. 

V gh (¢)= I [47r2(T I(TiI (cos2 ¢ + a2 sin2 <1»] - 1/2 . (11) 

Two measurem ents of V gll , aL <1> = 0 a nd <1> = 71" /2, 
give (Tl and (Th from eq (11 ) ~LS follows: 

(T1= I[2n-a1Tgh (71"/2) ]- 1 

(Tn = (T1[Vgh (71"/2)/V gII (0)]2 . 

(12) 

(13) 

3 . Measurement of the Resistivities of an 
Anisotropic Conducting Slab 

( It m ay h appen tha t the anisotropic m a terial of 
interest , z<O, figure 2, has a limited extension in 
the negative z direction; the shape b eing r eferred to 
as a 'slab .' " Th en slab thiclmess, h, is less than twice 

, the electrode spacing, a, th e effects ,@f th e bound ary 
m ay maIm eqs (12) and (13) p oor approxim fLtions 

I t o the slab r esis tivi ties. 
~ If the bound ar y at z=- 71 is ei th er a perfect con

ductor or an insulator, h owever , exact mathem atical 
expressions [or th e r esistivi ty of the shLb as ,L func
t ion of quan tities m easurable with th e elecLrodes of 
figure 2 can be derived. T o obtain th ese expressions, 
we find first th e following p oten tial fields: 

The po ten tial on th e surface of ~m ani.sotropic 
con ducting slab arising from a poin t current source 
on th e surfaee and sink a t infini ty. The slab has 
a high conductivity in the y direction aJld low 
conductivity in th e x and z directions, is b ounded 
a t z=O by an insulator and at z= - h by (a) an 
insulator and (b) a perfect conductor. 

Gen eralizations of th e method of solution to incl ude 
[ arbitr ary fi eld poin t and source locations in Lh e 

slab will b e apparent. 
~ Figure 3a represen ts a section of Lh e given problem 

in the y z plan e; figure 3b , a system of inuges located 
in an infini te h om ogen eous medium having the slab 
conductivi ties. The image system satisfies th e 
boundary condi tions at z= O and z=-h and can 
therefore be used to obtain the field within the slab . 

I As shown in figure 3b th e im ages extend to infinity 
~ in th e plus and minus z directions, spaced a distance 

2h apar t . They ar e equal in strength to th e source 
plus i ts image in the z=O plane; i.e., 21 and are of 
thesam e sign if z=- h is an insulator and alternate 
in sign if z= - h is a p erfect conductor. The 
poten t ial on th e slab surface can b e written by 
inspection using th e principle of superposition and 

;> eq (10) sui tably modified for a source not at th e 
origin. T he resulting po tential on th e surface 

, z=O, is 

(14) 

z 

z 

( a) 

(b } 

FIGURE 3. (a) yz-plane section of an anisotropic slab of thick
ness, h , with current source at the origin. 

(b) System of images of strength, ± 2I , which 
match boundary conditions at slab surface. 

Images are infinite in number and spaced a distance, 2ft, apart. 'l"'he minus 
signs :Jppcar at alternate images when z<- II is a perfect conductor. 

The plus sign applies when th e z= - II, boundary is 
fLn insula tor and the minus sig n wh en i t is a perfect 
conductor, efLch term in th e summ ation b eing an 
image con tri b u tion . 4 

Again considering the electrodes of figure 2, the 
potential differences measured on th e slab surface at 
¢ = O (y = O) fLnd <I> = n-/2 (x = O) can be expressed as 

I7gh:v=o=2 ( I )1 /2 [1 + 2£( ± l) n(2[1+(2nh/a)2]-1/2 
n-a (T 1(Th 1 

- [1 + (nh/a)2] - 1/2 )]; (15a) 

V gh:,,=o=-2 I [1 + 2 :£ (± l)n(2[ 1+(2nh/aa)2] -I/2. 
71" (T la 1 

- [1 + (nh/aa) 2]-1/2) J (15b) 

The conductivities (T l and (Th can conveniently be 
found from the measuremen ts of Vgh . Thus, taking 
th e ratio of the equations in (15) we have 

(16) 

in ·which 13 and 13 (a) are the terms in square brackets 
in eqs (15a) and (15b) respectively. Plots of 13(a) 
as a function of h/aa (no te that B = 13 (a) if a = 1) 

• Although eq (14) diverges when the plus sib'Il is used, eqs (15) do not. 
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can be found in the geophysical literature.5 The 
graphs are reproduced here in figure 4 with mino r 
modifications. Using eq (16) and figure 4 it is 
possible to obtain a quickly by successive approxi
mations. As is apparent from figure 4, when 
a/h> 1.5 , the asymptotic formula , B = 1.39 (a /h), can 
be used; and when aa<.25, B(a) can be approxi
mated as unity. Once a= ((J d(JII) \ / 2 is found, eqs 
(15), togetber with figure 4 can be used to find 
(J l and (J il. 

4. Measurement of the Resistivities of an 
Anisotropic Conducting Hemisphere 
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Should the anisotropic material have a spherical 
boundary, it is possible to obtain measurement 
equations in some instances. In particular, closed 
form eAlJressions can be derived for the potential 
distribution in the hemisphere of figure 5. The 
source is a point current electrode arbitrarily located 
on the sphere surface and the sink a perfectly con
ducting meridian plane. The hemisphere has a 
high conductivity, (Jh, in the cf> direction and low 
conductivity, (J l , in the Rand 6 directions . Approxi
mate expres ions, based on a four-electrode measure
ment, can be derived for (Jh and (Jl from the potential 
field. 

FIGU RE 4. Graphs used to solve f 01' a in eq 16 (after H ummel) . I 

This problem arose in measuring the resistivities 
of heart muscle. The muscle fibers were assumed 
to be wrapped around an axis in a manner roughly 
analogous to string wound into a ball. It should be 
noted that the field e)..lJression is unchanged if the 
hemisphere is replaced by a sphere and the con
ducting plane electrode by a point sink at the location 
of an image of the source in the plane. 

J 

As shown in figure 5, the point electrode is on the 
surface at R= 0, 6= 61, cf> = cf>1 and the plane electrode 
is at cf> = ± 7r/2. The equation of continuity can, 
with an appropriate coordinate transformation, be 
expressed as Laplace's equation in spherical cOOl'di
nates. The result is given in eq (17) in which 
cf>' = acf>. 

FIGURE 5. Ani.~otropic conducting hemisphere on a pe1j ectly 
conducting meridian plane. < 

The boundary value pl'Oblem in the new (R, 6, ¢/ ) 
coordinate system is that of a point current source 
;at R = O, 6= 6\, ¢/ = acf>1 on a wedge-shaped sec tion 
of a sphere, and a sink at constant-po tential inter-
ec ting (internal angle a 7r) planes, figure 6. 

An image solution for the potential fi eld in the 
wedge e}.'ists if l /a is an integer; i.e., if the internal 
wedge angle is a submultiple of 7r. Sources and 
sinks placed on the surface of a sphere as shown in 
figure 7 will make the planar wedge surfaces equi
potentials and satisfy the remaining boundary con
ditions as well. Jvlore general results arising from 

Electrodes are on plane and at point, P, on the sphere surface. 'I' he hemisphere 
has a bigh conductivity, Uh, in the cjJ direction and eqnal but lower conductivities, 
IT I , in the 0 and R directions. C is the radius of the hemisp here. 

FIGURE 6. Hemisphere of figure 5 transformed to new coordi-
' Hummel , J . N. , AIM E T ech . Publ. No. 418and R eil and, C. A., Geoph ysical nates in which ",I = a"'. 

E xploration, (Prentice-H all, New York , 1940), p . 716. 'f' 'f' 
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fi source in ide the wedge can be obLain ed by similar 
1'casonll1.g. 

> The p otontiaJ due to ,L source-sink pai l' aJ'bitn\,l'ily 
10c<1.ted :in a phere has been give n by Frank. 6 His 
1'0 ul t, specialized to the case in w hich th e source 
and s ink as well as the fi eld point arc on t he sphere 
surface and extended by superposition to q sou1'ce~ 
sink pairs, is the desired equation for the poten tial 
arising from the sys tem of im ages shown in figm e 7. 

~ This extended result, which gives the poten tial on 
the wedge, is presen ted as eq (18). 

2q (1 1 ) l1=k ~± 7--20 In [r~+ 0(I - coS 1f; )l ' 
. = 1 1 , ' 

(18) 

0= th e radius of the sphere. 
r;= th e, chord distance from the ith s~u}'ce (or sink) 

poin t to the field poin t in t~ (R, fJ , ¢' ) 
coordinates. 

= 0[2 (I - cos 'lr;]l /2. 
\f; = th c angle formed at the origin by the radiu s 

vector to the field poin t (0, fJ, ¢') and the 
i th somce (or sink) point (0, fJ i , ¢;) . 

= cos - 1 [cos fJ cos fJ i+ sin fJ sin fJ i cos (¢' - ¢;))' 
k = 1/27r (rr tUh) I/2, as can be shown by comparing 

eq (1 0) with eq (1 ) as O- - -i> co. 

The p oten tial field in the original coordinates is 
found by substi tu ting cx¢ for ¢ ' and CX¢ j for ¢; in 
eq (18). 

'%en the condi tions described below are satisfied , 
a convenien t formula for determining approximate 
values of the conductivi ties u! and Uk , applies to tho 
electrode configm ation of figm e 8. In this C~1.se, elec
trode e and electrode j each give rise to a set or 
inlages. The electrodes ar e spaced along the arc of 
a circle of radius, 0, and the poten tial-m easuring 
electrodes are at distances a fwd 2a from the curren t 

~ 
6 Frank, E . , J. of Appl. P hys. 23 , 1225, 1952. 

I+ 
FlG\:RE 7 . L atitudinal plane section of f igure 6 showing image 

construction fa )' q = 3. 
The Cll rrrn t , I, i ~ shown enteri ng at the point, P . The radius of the circular 

section is , C sinO, . 
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electrodes. If the source is located far from the 
constan t-poten tial sink plane, figure 5; i. e., in a 
r egion defined by - 7r/4 < ¢ < 7['/4, 37[' /4< fJ < 7r/4, and 
Lhe electrode spacing a is small comp ar ed to the 
sphere radius, the contribu tion of the images to the 
poten tial difference m easmed by the electrodes of 
fig ure 8 ean be r educed to the order of on e percen t . 
From (18) the po ten tial differ ences, neglecting im
ages, m easured by electrodes 9 and h, figure 8, due 
to the curren t electrodes e and j , r educe to conven
ient e).'-pressions at two particular electrode alinem ents; 
i.e., when the electrodes lie 11.10ng ,1, lin e o r eonstan t cf> 
or constan t fJ . In fact 

x[ (2 [I - cos (fJe- fJg)]) - 1/2_ (2 [l - eos (fJe- fJ,,)]) - 1/2 

+~ ln [2- 2 eos (fJe-Bh)] 1/2+ [I - cos (fJe- l.ln ) I]. 
2 [2- 2 cos (fJe- fJg)]l /2+ [I - cos (fJe- Bg) ] 

(19) 

H ere we have used fJe for the polar angle of the 
ource poin t, elecLrode e; and fJg and fJ li for the polar 

angles of the field poin ts, electrodes g and h r espec
tively. It i clear f),om the form of eq (1 9) and the 
angular r elation shown in figure tha t th e factor 
of two used in eq (19) correctly accoun ts for the 
effects of the sink electrode, f. N oting that the de
nomina tors of the first two term s in brackets on the 
righ t are chord lengths, a <),nd 2a r espec tively , eq (19) 
becomes 

V gh:cons ta nt rp 
J (J_+~ In 2 (1 +aIO)) . 

7r ( UhU l) l /< 2a 20 (l + a/20) 

(20) 

In a similar way, when the elcctrodes ar c alined along 
a lati tude line, and if the sines of angles CXI a nd CX2, 

figure 8, sub tend ed at the sph ere cen tel' by t he c ur
ren t and po ten tial electrodes fl,re a.pproxirrn1.ted by 
t.h e angles, we have 

F IGU RE 8. E lectrode arrangement fa )' measuring the resi stivi
ties of the hemisphere of figw'e 5 using eqs (20) and (21) . 



In the ratio of eq (20) and eq (21), 0' is the onl,v 
unknown and nhly be found by successive approxi
mations; after which (J t and (Jh can be obtained [rom 
either eq (20) or eq (2 1). 

5 . Resistance Between Two Small Spheres in 
an Anisotropic Medium 

An "apparent resistivity" of an anisotropic me
diwn has been obtained by comparing the resistance 
measured between two small spherical electrodes in 
an anisotropic medium with the resistance between 
similar electrodes in an isotropic medium of known 
resistivity.7 'When the two resistances are equal, the 
apparent resistivity is defined to be the known iso
tropic resistivity. The apparent resistivity, in addi
tion to being a function of (J z and (Jh, is a function of 
the orientation of the axis connecting the spheres. 
An approximate formula [or this functional depend
ence will be derived. The coordinate relations are 
shown in fi.gure 9. A first approximation to the re
sistance, 0, between two spheres is well known to be 8 

Q= 2[V (Ro) - V (d )]/I (22) 

in which V(Ro) is the potential on the surface of the 
sphere of mdius, Ro, centered itt the origin ILnd V(d ) 
is the potential due to the sphere at the origin at the 
center o[ the second sphere (I),t r adius vector d), 
neglecting the perturbing effect of the second sphere. 
Rewriting eq (8) in polar coordinates with X2 + y2+Z2 
= d2 Itnd the constant Vo/Sill - l(I-0'2)1/2 tLS I /47r 
«(Jt(J"A) 1/2, we hlLve 

F(d) 

7 ::;ehwan, I r. P., and K ay, C. 1' .. Ci rcul a tion Research 4, 664 (1956). 
, Smythe, W. R., op. cit., p. 238. 

z 

8 

x 
y 

FIGURE 9. Coordinate relations f01' evaluating approximate 
resistance between two spheres of r'1,dii, Ra, and center-to
center distance, d. 

in which 

K=[ 1- (1- 0'2) sin2 <p sin2 e+e~oy (1 - 0'2) 

+( [ 1-(1- 0'2) sin2 <p sin2 f)_(~oy (l-a?)J 

V(Bo) is I), special case of eq (23) obtained by letting 
d= Ro \\'itll the result 

I sin- 1 (1-0'2)1/2 
47r((Jh(J zA) 1/2 (24) 

Comparing eq (22) for an isotropic medium in which 
0 = (27r(J) - 1(1 /Ro- 1/d), with the equivalent isotropic 
expression obtained from eqs (22), (23), and (24), 
the apparent resistivity, Pa, is given by 

I ') [')(1 2)]1 /2 
. - 1 (1 ' )1/ 2 . - I .10 ~ - 0' sm - 0' -Sill Kel 

(25) Pa 

The two extreme vltlues of I{ occur when the elec
trode axis is perpendicular and parallel to the y axis. 
In these cases, we have 

(26) 

Insertion of eq (26) in eq (25) gives the extreme 
values of Pa, hence some estimate of the mean of Pa 
over all angles. The latter quantity can be ob
tained more precisely by numerical integration of eq '. 
(25) over f) and <p. vVhen Rold< < 0', the terms in 
K containing Rold can be set to zero and the calcu
lation of the mean considerably simplified. Finally, 
by taking the ratio of eq (22) a t the extreme values, 
an expression containing 0' as the only unknown can 
be obtained and from this (J z and (Jh determined. 

These results were obtained as part of It general 
investigation of tissue resistivity carried out in 
collaboration with Dr. J. A. Abildskov. The work 
was supported by Research Grant H-3241 from the I 

National H eart Institute of the National Institutes 
of Health, Public Health Service, and by a grant 
from the Heart Association of Onondaga County. 
The author also wishes to express his appreciation 
to Dr. Richard McFee for assistance in formulating 
the problems treated and for helpful manuscript 
criticism. 
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